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MILITARY RULE OF
EVIDENCE 513

A Review of 2022 Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces
Updates to Military Rule of Evidence 513
BY CAPTAIN ROCCO J. CARBONE, III AND CAPTAIN CHRISTINA L. HEATH

C.A.A.F.’s opinions and actions this term helped to demarcate some of the boundaries
to Mil. R. Evid. 513, yet the likelihood of litigation remains high.
Introduction
During the 2022 term, the Court of Appeals for the Armed
Forces (C.A.A.F.) had the opportunity to certify four
cases for review, all involving Military Rule of Evidence
(Mil. R. Evid.) 513: Tinsley, Beauge, Mellette, and McClure.[1]
Through both opinions and nonaction, C.A.A.F. provided
practitioners clarity concerning the construction and
applicability of Mil. R. Evid. 513, resolving longstanding
disputes amongst military courts of appeal. This article
outlines two C.A.A.F. opinions directly addressing Mil. R.
Evid. 513, Mellette[2] and Beauge,[3] and the implications of
C.A.A.F.’s decision to allow two Army Court of Criminal
Appeal’s opinions, McClure[4] and Tinsley,[5] to stand. After
reviewing the substantive law at issue, the authors provide
recommendations on how to interpret and apply the rule in
light of these decisions, and the practical impact on military
justice practitioners.

The Scope of Mil. R. Evid. 513 –
According to its Plain Language
In 1996, the United States Supreme Court formally
recognized the psychotherapist-patient privilege under
federal common law in Jaffee v. Redmond.[6] In its decision,
the Supreme Court acknowledged the societal benefits of
encouraging mental health treatment and protecting those
communications associated with treatment.[7] In 1999,
the President also recognized this important public policy
consideration[8] establishing the privilege as an evidentiary
rule for the military.[9]
The privilege’s plain text provides that “a patient has a
privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other
person from disclosing a confidential communication
made between the patient and the psychotherapist …
[when] such communication was made for the purpose of
Modified Illustration Credit: © adata/stock.adobe.com
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facilitating diagnosis or treatment of the patient’s mental
or emotional condition.”[10] Since its codification, military
courts of appeal had been split on how liberally to interpret
the privilege.[11] Specifically, whether the privilege applies
only to the “communications” between a patient and mental
health provider, or whether it also includes the diagnosed
disorders and prescribed medications that derive directly
from those communications.[12] This year, C.A.A.F. resolved
the issue in Mellette.[13]

In a three-to-two decision,
the court held that the
privilege is limited solely to the
“communications” between the
psychotherapist and patient.
In a three-to-two decision, the court held that the privilege
is limited solely to the “communications” between the
psychotherapist[14] and patient.[15] It does not protect the
diagnoses, treatments, or other documents that derive
from those communications, yet it does protect the
portions of those documents which contain protected
communications.[16]
Focusing on the plain language of Mil. R. Evid. 513(a),
C.A.A.F. found that the “phrase ‘communication made
between the patient and a psychotherapist’ does not
naturally include other evidence, such as routine medical
records, that do not memorialize actual communications
between the patient and the psychotherapist.”[17] C.A.A.F.
highlighted a Florida statute to demonstrate the kind of
additional verbiage added by the legislature that ensures
the privilege is interpreted broadly enough to envelop “any
diagnosis made, and advice given.”[18] C.A.A.F. opined that
similar expansive “nouns such as ‘documents,’ ‘information,’
or ‘evidence[,]’” could have been used to expand the
privilege’s scope,[19] and reasoned that, if the President had
so intended—like some state legislatures have done—the
rule could have explicitly included this broader language,
but no such effort was made.[20] As a result, C.A.A.F. rejected
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the government’s numerous arguments to support a more
expansive reading of the rule’s scope,[21] and determined the
omission to be intentional.[22] Thus, the plain language of
the rule controls—only the “communications” between a
patient and psychotherapist are protected.
Notably, C.A.A.F. emphasized that its holding was “not
based on [its] views on the proper scope” of the privilege;
rather, its analysis “rest[ed] solely on the specific text” of
Mil. R. Evid. 513(a), and precedent.[23] C.A.A.F. put the
limitation of the privilege’s scope squarely on the President’s
shoulders, as the President possesses “both the authority
and the responsibility to balance a defendant’s right to
access information that may be relevant to his defense
with a witness’s right to privacy.”[24] C.A.A.F. reasoned it
must respect the President’s “choice” to limit the privilege’s
scope merely to communications, and regarding any future
amendments to the rule, it would respect his decision
making, “unless the President’s decision with respect to
that balance contravenes a constitutional or statutory
limitation[.]”[25]
Apart from the scope of the privilege, C.A.A.F.’s opinions
this term addressed the standard that governs the review
of these records, and several of the rule’s exceptions. The
language of Mil. R. Evid. 513 governs both, and the
standards that authorize an in camera review, and exceptions,
are intertwined.

In Camera Review & Exceptions
Standards
In practice, the first step of analysis regarding a request for
mental health records begins with either a discovery[26] or
production request[27], which may lead to a subpoena[28],
or a motion to compel, culminating in a Mil. R. Evid. 513
hearing. C.A.A.F.’s decisions this term did not directly
affect any of these rules or procedures, so practitioners can
continue to rely on the applicable rules, and interpretative
case law, when circumstances warrant a request for mental
health records.[29] However, this term C.A.A.F. made clear
the importance of the in camera review standard, and the
limited nature of the scope of information that may be
released based on an exception.
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Generally, to determine the admissibility of mental health
records, the movant seeking release of these communications
or records must file and serve a written motion on the
opposing party, military judge, and, if practical, the patient,
at least five days prior to entry of pleas “specifically describing
the evidence and stating the purpose” for the release.[30]
The military judge must then hold a closed hearing[31] and
provide the patient “a reasonable opportunity to attend …
and be heard,” which includes the right to be heard through
their victims’ counsel.[32] Thereafter, the military judge
“may” elect to review the records via an in camera review to
determine the applicability of the privilege.[33]

Prior to authorizing an in camera
review of potentially privileged
records, a military judge must first
find, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that the moving party has
established four factors.
Yet, prior to authorizing an in camera review of potentially
privileged records, a military judge must first find, by a
preponderance of the evidence, that the moving party has
established four factors: (1) a specific, credible factual basis
that demonstrates a reasonable likelihood that the records
would contain information admissible under an exception
to the privilege; (2) the requested information meets an
enumerated exception; (3) the information is not cumulative
of other, available information; and (4) the party made
reasonable efforts to obtain the same or substantially similar
information through non-privileged sources. Mil. R. Evid.
513(e)(3)(A)-(D).
In Beauge, C.A.A.F. specifically addressed the in camera
review standard, and the significance of a party’s failure to
sufficiently establish it. C.A.A.F. emphasized the military
judge’s decision-making and obligations:[34] “the permissive
nature of this passage … states that a military judge ‘may
examine the evidence in camera,’” thus, clearly emphasizing
that a military judge is neither presumed or obligated to
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conduct such a review.[35] To further support this position,
C.A.A.F. “underscore[d] the fact that where an Appellant’s
motion to compel does not meet the standard laid out in
[Mil. R. Evid.] 513(e)(3) [the four prong analysis], a military
judge does not have the authority to conduct an in camera
review.”[36] This language clarifies both the importance of
this standard for advocates, the repercussions for failing to
meet this standard,[37] and appears to reaffirm a precedent
set by the Army Court of Criminal Appeals that a military
judge’s decision to improperly engage in an in camera review
is reversible error.[38]
The rule also makes clear that the movant seeking to pierce
the privilege must rely on one of the “enumerated exceptions”
listed in Mil. R. Evid. 513(d).[39] In the rule’s current form,
there are seven exceptions.[40] C.A.A.F’s decision in Beauge
addressed two of these exceptions,[41] which are discussed in
detail below.[42] Previously, an eighth exception authorized
the release of documents when “constitutionally-required”
to do so, but the President removed this exception by
amendment in 2015.[43] Despite its removal, some military
courts of appeal were reading the exception back into the
rule. Although C.A.A.F. did not explicitly resolve this issue
this term—despite having ample opportunity to do so—its
opinions and decisions provide clarity on the way-ahead for
this exception.

Constitutionally-Required Exception
Mil. R. Evid. 513 is unambiguous and authorizes piercing
the privilege for only “enumerated” exceptions; nonetheless,
some military courts have been incorporating the nowexcluded “constitutionally-required” exception back into
the rule, creating a split between military courts of appeal.
In J.M. v. Payton-O’Brien, the Navy Marine Corps Court
of Criminal Appeals held that practitioners and the courts
may still read this exception into the rule,[44] and further
held that even if none of the enumerated exceptions apply,
if each of the factors for an in camera review are met, then
the military judge must then determine whether an in
camera review is constitutionally-required.[45] Specifically,
the court reasoned that it could “not allow the privilege to
prevail over the Constitution,” because “the privilege may
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be absolute outside the enumerated exceptions, but it must
not infringe upon the basic constitutional requirements of
due process and confrontation.” However, in any instance
in which the court finds the accused’s constitutional rights
demand disclosure of privileged material belonging to the
victim, the victim always retains the right to deny waiver of
the privilege.[46] Yet, such a denial is not without judicial
remedy—it may result in the military judge abating the
proceedings, with prejudice.[47]
This term, C.A.A.F. had the opportunity in at least four
separate cases—Mellette, Beauge, McClure, and Tinsley—to
address the constitutionally-required exception directly, but it
chose not to. Although C.A.A.F. has not explicitly addressed
this exception, by considering each of these cases in total, it
appears C.A.A.F. has arguably overruled by implication the
reasoning proffered in J.M. v. Payton-O’Brien.[48]
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request because it found the victim-patient did not waive her
privilege, and the defense failed to establish the four prongs
of the in camera review standard.[53]
In affirming the military judge’s decision, A.C.C.A. made
clear that the military judge’s decision “did not undermine
appellant’s confrontation rights,”[54] and relied on Supreme
Court of the United States precedent, Pennsylvania v. Ritchie’s
holding that, “the constitutional right to confront witnesses
does not include the right to discover information to use
in confrontation … [and] [t]he right to question adverse
witnesses ‘does not include the power to require the pretrial
disclosure of any and all information that might be useful
in contradicting unfavorable testimony.’”[55] Despite the
defense’s arguments, the court found the right did not
overcome the privilege.

In McClure, the defense raised issues
of waiver, and sought to pierce the
psychotherapist-patient privilege
based on the exception.

After A.C.C.A. issued its decision affirming the lower court’s
finding, the appellant sought review before C.A.A.F., which
initially accepted and certified an issue, in part, regarding the
applicability of the constitutionally-required exception.[56]
C.A.A.F., however, did not issue an opinion in McClure in
light of its decision in Mellette, thereby affirming A.C.C.A.’s
decision, and leaving the issue expressly unresolved.[57]

McClure and Tinsley, two Army Court of Criminal Appeals
(A.C.C.A.), delivered opposite conclusions than J.M. v.
Payton-O’Brien regarding the constitutionally-required
exception. In McClure, the defense raised issues of waiver,
and sought to pierce the psychotherapist-patient privilege
based on the exception.[49] The defense requested access to the
victim-patient’s medical records because she admitted having
multiple mental health diagnoses and related prescriptions.[50]
As part of its basis to pierce the privilege, the defense
argued, in a circular manner, that the mental health records
were “constitutionally required because ‘constitutionally
required evidence very likely exists within the mental health
records.’”[51] Specifically, the defense argued the appellant
had due process rights, and the right to confrontation, to
request and review these records, but no additional context
for the request was provided.[52] The military judge denied the

After A.C.C.A. decided McClure, it more directly addressed
both the issues of waiver and the constitutionally-required
exception in the published opinion, Tinsley.[58] There, the
court explicitly held there is no constitutionally-required
exception under Mil. R. Evid. 513 and it cannot be a basis as
an exception to pierce the privilege.[59] Specifically, the court
held that neither the Confrontation Clause nor Brady[60]
created an exception to pierce the psychotherapist-patient
privilege for a victim’s mental health records based on the plain
language of Mil. R. Evid. 513 and the congressional intent to
eliminate the constitutionally-required exception.[61] Tinsley,
like Mellette, relied primarily on the President’s authority to
promulgate the military rules of evidence, and determined
the lack of a constitutionally-required exception was not
“clearly and unmistakably unconstitutional,”[62] especially
in light of the fact several other recognized privileges, like
the attorney-client privilege, have no such exception.[63]
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C.A.A.F. ultimately denied a petition to hear Tinsley,
foregoing the opportunity to address this issue, and allowing
A.C.C.A.’s decision to stand.[64]
C.A.A.F.’s opinion in Beauge was the court’s first explicit
discussion of the constitutionally-required exception this
term. One of the issues the court addressed was whether
the defense counsel was ineffective for failing to raise
the exception.[65] Ultimately, it found counsel was not
ineffective,[66] because counsel did not raise a “cutting-edge
claim” as a basis to pierce the privilege.[67] However, in doing
so, the court stated that it was not explicitly addressing the
viability of the constitutionally-required exception, because
it was unnecessary to resolve the issues before it;[68] still, its
later discussion of the applicable Supreme Court precedent
appears to undermine this very assertion.

The right to confront witnesses
does not include the right
to discover information to use
in confrontation.
C.A.A.F. recognized an accused’s constitutional concerns to
pierce the privilege would arise from the right to confrontation
and right to present a complete defense.[69] Even though
C.A.A.F. recognized these concerns, the court found that
Supreme Court precedent limited these arguments, because
“in certain instances, the psychotherapist-patient privilege
seemingly trumps an accused’s right to fully confront
the accuracy and veracity of a witness who is accusing
him or her of a criminal offense.”[70] In coming to this
conclusion, C.A.A.F. relied on Ritchie, and its discussion
of the balance between discovery and an accused’s Sixth
Amendment right under the confrontation clause by citing
to the proposition that “the right to confront witnesses
does not include the right to discover information to use in
confrontation[.]”[71] Further, it recognized that, based on
Holmes v. South Carolina, any due process right to present
a complete defense is only viable when rules “infring[e]
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upon a weighty interest of the accused and are arbitrary
or disproportionate to the purposes they are designed to
serve[.]”[72] In this case, it did not find that the privilege was
either “arbitrary or disproportionate to the purpose served”
in light of Jaffee, which held that the psychotherapist-patient
privilege “promotes sufficiently important interests to
outweigh the need for probative evidence.”[73]
C.A.A.F.’s decision to address the constitutional issue in
this way, arguably, undermined its stated purpose of not
addressing the issue. The court framed both an accused’s
arguments for the constitutionally-required exception,
and then responded in kind with how they are not
constitutionally sound based on three Supreme Court
cases. Although perhaps unintentional, one could argue
that C.A.A.F. has, at the very least, signaled its position on
the exception, and most importantly, laid out arguments
regarding why the constitutionally-required exception is
not viable.
This position is further supported by C.A.A.F.’s reliance
on identical precedent and reasoning in A.C.C.A.’s Tinsley
and McClure, which both held the constitutionally-required
exception no longer exists.[74] In Beauge, C.A.A.F relied
on Ritchie[75] in the same way that A.C.C.A. did in
McClure.[76] Further, C.A.A.F.’s reliance on Jaffee[77] mirrors
the position taken by A.C.C.A. in Tinsley.[78] These two
cases predate Beauge.[79] C.A.A.F. could have reviewed
these cases and affirmatively answered the question whether
the constitutionally-required exception is still viable, but,
instead, it elected otherwise and made the same arguments
A.C.C.A. did regarding this exception.
C.A.A.F.’s decision in Mellette also supports the position
that the constitutionally-required exception no longer exists,
though less explicitly. By solely limiting its opinion to the
scope of the privilege, C.A.A.F. did not need to address the
exception. In its reasoning regarding limiting the privilege’s
scope, however, two important concepts implicate the
constitutionally-required exception: courts must strictly
construe the language of privileges, and the President has
ultimate authority over the military rules of evidence.
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First, by C.A.A.F. reaffirming the precedent that privileges
must be strictly construed, it supports the position that the
language in the rule matters. The underlying rationale for
this precedent is that privileges cut against the truth-seeking
concept of judicial fact-finding, and thus, information
protected from release must be as limited as possible.[80]
One could argue that the truth-seeking intent behind this
admonition supports inserting the constitutionally-required
exception back into the rule. Nevertheless, such an argument
is fatally flawed. Inherent in the reasoning is that the rule’s
language, or lack of language in a rule, must control.[81] Thus,
because an enumerated constitutionally-required exception
does not exist in the rule, it cannot be a basis to pierce the
privilege. This reasoning is in line with Mellette’s narrowing
the scope of the privilege to include only “communications,”
and excluding all other types of derivative informative,
because the rule did not explicitly include the more expansive
nouns of “documents,” or “information.”[82] Simply put,
words matter, and so does their exclusion.

privilege.[85] Importantly, C.A.A.F. signaled that it would
respect the President’s textual decisions, as long as no
constitutional or statutory basis precluded agreement.[86]
Here, with the court’s reliance on Ritchie, and its statement
in Beauge that the “psychotherapist-patient privilege trumps
an accused right[s],”[87] the likeliest constitutional hurdle to
upholding the President’s decision to remove the exception
seems unlikely. As a result, with no constitutional or statutory
argument to the contrary, C.A.A.F. is likely to uphold the
President’s decision to have removed the exception.

"Psychotherapist-patient privilege
trumps an accused right[s]."

In Beauge, C.A.A.F. reviewed the scope and application of
the duty-to-report exception under the rule,[89] and held
that only the specific information required to be reported by
state or federal law is not subject to the privilege.[90] In other
words, only the information that must be reported under
state law is a non-privileged communication. Moreover,
the court opined that communications not required to be
reported, but that were nonetheless disclosed, would remain
privileged.[91]

Second, C.A.A.F. made clear the President solely controls
the text of the rule.[83] C.A.A.F. relied almost exclusively
on the plain text of the rule when interpreting its scope,
and stated that, if the President wanted to change the rule,
he had every right to do so.[84] When this same logic is
applied to the constitutionally-required exception, it is
clear that the President has already exercised is authority
similarly by removing the exception in 2015. For C.A.A.F. to
specifically reinforce the position that the President controls
the language of the rule, and then undermine that position
by reinserting the language into the rule that the President
has already specifically excised, would be fundamentally
illogical, and antithetical to Mellette.
Although C.A.A.F. did not explicitly state so, its decisions,
and importantly, the reasoning behind those decisions,
demonstrates a strong argument that the constitutionallyrequired exception is not a viable basis to pierce the
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C.A.A.F.’s silence on the constitutionally-required exception
aside, the court explicitly weighed in on at least one of the
enumerated exceptions this term. In Beauge, the court
addressed the duty-to-report exception in the context of
an alleged assault of a child, and based on the facts of the
case, also discussed the evidence-of child abuse exception
as well.[88]

Duty-to-Report and
Evidence-of-Child-Abuse Exceptions

Generally, Mil. R. Evid. 513(d)(3) allows for disclosures
of privileged communications when federal law, state law,
or a service regulation imposes a duty to report. Often
times, mandatory reporter laws do not detail precisely
what reporters must disclose to authorities. As a result, the
information subject to disclosure can often be extremely
limited. Sometimes, mandatory reporting laws require only
a name.[92] Other times, the law may require a handful of
identifiers, such as the name and address of the individual,
the nature and extent of injuries, and any information that
might be helpful identifying the perpetrator.[93] This means
the mandated reporter—whether it be a teacher, therapist,
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nurse, day care provider—who received the information
can have a significant amount of discretion as to what
to disclose.
Through Beauge, C.A.A.F. has interpreted the rule in
a way that balances the purpose of the rule (to allow
patients to seek advice, diagnosis or treatment of mental or
emotional conditions) with the purpose of the exception
(to initiate safety assessments for a vulnerable category of the
population). As a result, the communications that fall within
the exception, in application, are constricted.[94] Thus,
counsel must examine the plain language of the specifically
relied-upon mandatory reporting requirement to determine
the scope of the disclosure.[95]
Based on the facts of the case, Beauge also tangentially
addressed the evidence-of-child-abuse exception. Although
communications involving evidence of child abuse or neglect
are typically enveloped under state mandated reporter
laws; however, Mil. R. Evid. 513(d)(2), expressly excepts
such communications from a privileged status. Regardless
of whether a duty to report such communications exists
under state law, these types of psychotherapist-patient
communications are likely not privileged in the military.[96]

Critical to every discussion of
privilege are the issues of when and
how a communication or document
loses its privileged status.
Critical to every discussion of privilege are the issues of when
and how a communication or document loses its privileged
status. C.A.A.F.’s opinions this term did not specifically
address wrongful disclosure or waiver in the context of Mil.
R. Evid. 513; nevertheless, both McClure and Tinsley did.

Wrongful Disclosures
Privileged records are not always obtained by discovery or
production requests. An overeager law enforcement agent
may unilaterally request and receive an accused or victim’s
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mental health records without providing notice. An estranged
spouse may have gained access to victim’s medical records
and turned them over to defense counsel. When a patient
does not have an opportunity to object to the disclosure,
counsel should evaluate the information’s release under a
wrongful disclosure analysis. Practitioners should look to
the text of Mil. R. Evid. 511, and Tinsley for support when
such disclosures occur.[97]
Mil. R. Evid. 511 explains that privileged matters disclosed
under erroneous compulsion or without an opportunity to
claim privilege are not admissible against the holder of the
privilege. When records have been wrongfully disclosed,
counsel may file a motion to restore the records to their
privileged status in order that a determination about their
production or admissibility can be properly assessed under
the appropriate rule.[98] The privilege holder then should be
able to “prevent another from being a witness or disclosing
any matter or producing any object or writing.”[99]
Beyond the text of the military rules of evidence, Tinsley
provides guidance that is more explicit on how to handle
wrongful disclosures. It held that if a “health care provider,
Criminal Investigation Division, or any other source
inadvertently provides the government with potentially
exculpatory privileged information, such action does not
constitute a waiver or otherwise trigger an immediate duty
to disclose.”[100] In such situations, the government must
inform the opposing party and patient of the inadvertent
disclosure so the patient has an opportunity to assert
privilege, which, if done timely, bars disclosure and requires
return of the privileged records to the patient.[101] Notably,
if there are any disputes about waiver after the disclosure,
if the patient asserts the privilege, then the dispute should
be resolved in the patient’s favor.[102] Thus, in instances in
which privileged records are inadvertently released with nonprivileged records, privileged records maintain their status.

Waiver
Another commonly litigated issue generally implicated by
privilege involves waiver. Practitioners should familiar with
Mil. R. Evid. 510, and, in the context of mental health
records, McClure.
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Under Mil. R. Evid. 510, a person may waive a privilege if he
or she “voluntarily discloses or consents to disclosure of any
significant part of the matter or communication under such
circumstances that it would be inappropriate to allow the
claim of privilege.”[103] Based on a plain reading of the rule,
when a party asserts waiver, there are essentially three steps
to the analysis: (1) whether the disclosure was voluntary or
consensual, (2) how significant was the disclosure in relation
to the protected information, and (3) whether it would be
inappropriate to allow the privilege to continue based on
the circumstances of the release.
The significance and voluntariness of the disclosure is
fact-intensive. Generally, the issue turns on how much
information has been released and to whom. Courts have
determined waiver to underlying communications or
documents has not occurred when counsel has failed to
object to a discovery or production request[104] or when
a victim voluntarily disclosed information about mental
health diagnoses and treatments.[105] Conversely, C.A.A.F.
has found that, where a privilege holder has voluntarily
consented to the disclosure of privileged statements to
trial counsel without express limitation, it would be
“inappropriate to allow a claim of privilege to prevent [the
accused] from using those statements at trial.”[106]
Regarding the “inappropriateness to allow [the] privilege,”
courts have held that the privilege should not act as both a
“sword” and a “shield.” In other words, the privilege holder
may not use it to disclose evidence “to establish advantageous
facts and then invoke the privilege to deny the evaluation
of their context, relevance, or truth—thus turning the
privilege from a shield into a sword—a circumstance the
waiver rule’s broader language seeks to avoid.”[107] Regarding
appropriateness, practitioners should consider the perceived
intent behind the communication when it was made and
for what purpose.[108]

Practice Recommendations
After C.A.A.F.’s 2022 term, military justice practitioners
litigating Mil. R. Evid. 513 issues should be mindful of the
following points.
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Mil. R. Evid. 513 is not an easy rule. Procedurally, and
substantively, there are several subtleties, and the law is
ever changing. Practitioners should take the time necessary
to understand the issues before responding to requests for
information, and practitioners should address disagreements
on nuanced Mil. R. Evid. 513 issues.
Although Mellette has clarified the scope of the privilege,
the rules or procedures regarding request for mental health
records have not been affected. To the contrary, C.A.A.F.
has reaffirmed their importance. The R.C.M.s regarding
discovery and production, their applicable standards, and
the in camera review standard, all still apply. Counsel should
be mindful of the need to continue to articulate how the
requested records meet the applicable standards, and how
the in camera review standard has, or has not, been met.

Mil. R. Evid. 513 is not an easy rule.
Procedurally, and substantively,
there are several subtleties, and
the law is ever changing.
C.A.A.F. has not explicitly held whether the constitutionallyrequired exception is still viable, but when reading the plain
text of the rule, and its recent opinions and decisions, one
can reasonably argue that the exception no longer exists.
Although there are arguments on both sides, a plain reading
of the current rule makes one thing abundantly clear—there
is no such exception in the rule. Practitioners should argue
as they (and their client’s interest) see fit.
Based on C.A.A.F.’s interpretation of the duty-to-report
exception, practitioners should narrowly construe enumerated
exceptions to the privilege. Any release of information should
be cross-referenced with the laws mandating such reports
to ensure no spillage of privileged information occurred.
Practitioners should take necessary steps to mitigate
over-disclosures and work to return unnecessarily released
information back to a privileged status.

Military Rule of Evidence 513

Finally, although C.A.A.F. has not explicitly addressed the
issue of wrongful disclosure or waiver in the context of
Mil. R. Evid. 513, practitioners should feel confident relying
on the holdings and reasoning in Tinsley and McClure, as well
as the text of Mil. R. Evid. 510 and 511, when addressing
these issues.

About the Authors

Conclusion
C.A.A.F.’s opinions and actions this term helped to
demarcate some of the boundaries to Mil. R. Evid. 513,
yet the likelihood of litigation remains high. Military
justice practitioners should anticipate the potential for legal
disagreements involving mental health records, and work to
stay current on the ever-changing nature of the law regarding
this privilege.
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